Abstract In a process similar to exon splicing, ciliates use DNA splicing to produce a new somatic macronuclear genome from their germline micronuclear genome after sexual reproduction. This extra layer of DNA rearrangement permits novel mechanisms to create genetic complexity during both evolution and development. Here we describe a chimeric macronuclear chromosome in Oxytricha trifallax constructed from two smaller macronuclear chromosomes. To determine how the chimera was generated, we cloned and sequenced the corresponding germline loci. The chimera derives from a novel locus in the micronucleus that arose by partial duplication of the loci for the two smaller chromosomes. This suggests that an exon shuffling-like process, which we call MDS shuffling, enables ciliates to generate novel genetic material and gene products using different combinations of genomic DNA segments.
Here we report a novel chimeric MAC chromosome in O. trifallax that arose via germline duplication events that brought together MDS segments from two different MAC chromosomes, a process reminiscent of exon shuffling in eukaryotes (Gilbert 1978) . The 3.1 kb chimeric MAC chromosome (labeled MAC B in Fig. 1 ) in O. trifallax strain JRB310 is composed of two parts, each of which shares significant identity ([95%) at the nucleotide level with two smaller MAC chromosomes (MAC A and MAC C; Fig. 1 ). Both MAC A and MAC C contain regions of high similarity to a 3 0 -5 0 exonuclease and a CCCH-type zinc-finger protein from another ciliate, Tetrahymena.
Despite the high sequence similarity, each MAC chromosome contains distinct point mutations; therefore, it is unlikely that the chimeric chromosome results from alternative DNA splicing events that use the same MDS segments during MAC development. To investigate the origin of the chimeric chromosome, we cloned the corresponding MIC germline loci of the three MAC chromosomes using a combination of inverse (Ochman et al. 1988 ) and conventional PCR. We recovered four MIC loci (labeled A, B, C, and D). MIC loci A, B, and C are the corresponding loci for MAC chromosomes A, B, and C, respectively (Fig. 1) . MIC loci A and B are homozygous and MIC locus C is heterozygous in O. trifallax strain JRB310. The MDS sequences from the respective MIC and MAC loci are identical, including their segregating allelic information for chromosome C. In other words, each MIC allele gives rise to precisely one MAC allele, supporting the conclusion that these MIC sequences are the authentic germline loci for the corresponding MAC chromosomes and not paralogous locations.
Based on sequence similarity, the germline region of the chimeric chromosome (MIC B) paralogous to MIC C most likely originated from one allele (haplotype 2). The duplication seems to have occurred quite recently since most of the duplicated IES regions still show significant similarity ([75%) . Overall, the duplicated sequences at MIC locus B retain the same MDS and IES architecture as MIC loci A and C, with a fusion that created a novel IES flanked by 3 bp pointers. Deletion of this IES creates the chimeric MAC B chromosome during development. Curiously, another paralogous site, MIC locus D, is similar to MIC locus B, but appears truncated, based on PCR. MIC D shares a short region in common with MIC C though absent from MIC B, suggesting that a deletion occurred in MIC B (white rectangle in Fig. 1 ). PCR and Southern hybridization failed to detect any MAC chromosome derived from MIC D. Therefore, we conclude that it is non-functional.
To examine the functionality of the chimeric chromosome MAC B, we compared the relative DNA copy number of MAC B versus the two shorter chromosomes A and C using Southern hybridization. The relative enrichment of MAC B versus A and C is very similar in different strains of O. trifallax and remains stable after sexual reproduction in individual clonal exconjugant cultures (Fig. 2) . However, we cannot detect mRNA expression from chromosome B or C using either RT-PCR or Northern hybridization, possibly due to low expression levels under the surveyed physiological conditions. There are no frame- shifts or premature stop codons in the chimeric MAC B chromosome, compared to the MAC A and C coding regions; however, there is also no evidence of purifying selection (Ka/Ks & 1 in homologous exon regions), probably due to the temporary relaxation of purifying selection shortly after a duplication event (Lynch and Conery 2000) . Although we cannot determine if the chimeric chromosome produces viable transcripts and is functional, the observed maintenance of DNA copy number levels suggests that it is genetically stable. Therefore, it may be functional or at least reflect the evolutionary mechanisms that generate novelty among ciliate macronuclear chromosomes. An analogy exists between DNA splicing events during ciliate MAC development and exon-intron splicing events during mRNA processing in eukaryotes. Both involve splicing and reassembly of nucleic acid segments to generate functional gene regions, and both display alternative processing (Edwalds-Gilbertet al. 1997; Williams et al. 2002; Kim et al. 2008; Katz and Kovner 2010) . Similarly, duplication events of exons or MDSs may occur via unequal or non-homologous recombination, yielding duplicated, and/or chimeric segments, potentially producing new genes and proteins (Thompson and Schild 2001; Zhang 2003) . The origin of a novel chimeric somatic chromosome in Oxytricha via duplication of MDSs from two different germline MIC chromosomes suggests that ciliates use a mechanism of MDS shuffling, reminiscent of exon shuffling (Gilbert 1978; Katz and Kovner 2010) , to ''mix and match'' MDSs from different sources, thereby increasing the diversity of genetic information available to the organism, and contributing to their relatively high rates of protein evolution (Katz et al. 2004; Zufall et al. 2006 ). The exact role that MDS shuffling may play in the context of complex gene expression patterns and development is unknown. On one hand, MDS shuffling may create opportunity for the evolution of new genes. One the other hand, it may also provide functional redundancy by gene duplication events.
Methods

Cells and DNA
Vegetative and conjugating cell cultures of O. trifallax JRB310 and JRB510 were as described in (Nowacki et al. 2008) . Whole cell DNA was extracted using AquaPure Genomic DNA Isolation Kit (BioRad). Micronuclear DNA was further purified from whole cell DNA by low melting point agarose gel electrophoresis.
PCR
Inverse PCR was used to amplify MIC regions containing sequences from the three MAC chromosomes. Conventional PCR was used to determine the self-ligation site of the inverse PCR product and to further extend the MIC sequences. A list of all the primers used and a detailed protocol for PCR are available in the supplementary methods.
Southern Hybridization
Southern hybridizations of isolated whole cell DNA were carried out as described in (Nowacki et al. 2008) . The intensities of the bands were quantified using ImageJ (Girish and Vijayalakshmi 2004) . Sequence alignments are generated via tBLASTx. Values of Ka and Ks are calculated using PAML (Yang 2007) with the basic codon substitution models.
